
Mahjong Rummy
Playing Rummy-Kub with Mahjong tiles

Designed by Eric Pietrocupo

Last revision: April, 8th, 2018

email: ericp@lariennalibrary.com

Nb of players: exactly 4 players

Play time: 20-30 min per round, plays in multiples 
of 4 rounds.

Introduction
I was doing a clean up in my game collection and found my Mahjong game that I first thought to get 
rid of because I never entirely played the game and the scoring mechanism was so complex that it 
would be impossible for me to remember. But the game looked cool, a bit like a wooden chess board 
can be a decoration, and it was pretty hard to find my copy at a reasonable price. When I read some 
comments I made about the game many years ago I wrote : “It’s like rummy on steroids”. 

It is at that moment that I though, why not try to play Rummy-kub with Mahjong tiles. It would give 
my game a second life, while still beign able to play Mahjong if the occasion present itself. So this is 
how this game came to life and started to gather my ideas, and made a cross over of Mahjong and 
Rummy-kub. The game simply needs a set of mahjong to play with a pad of paper to keep track of the 
score. Flower tiles are not used. 

The game is much simpler than mahjong regarding the scoring, but more complex and strategic than 
regular Rummy-kub. So I am pretty pleased with the results because it use the best of both worlds. I’ll 
try to picture the tiles in this document to make it easier to understand. This game is not heavily 
playtested, It is possible that I have not taken into account certain conflicts or possibilities. Feel free to 
contact me and report them. I hope fans of both Rummy-kub and Mahjong will appreciate this game.

Enjoy! And have fun

Setup

Beginning of the game

1. First remove the flower tiles from the set. Which means 136 tiles will be used.
2. Take a set of 4 different wind tile, players draw a tile and change seat to make sure the players 

sit correctly accordint to  player with the North tile. So players sit clockwise as North-East-
South-West order. Players will remain that wind for the rest of the game (remember it).

3. The player who is north takes the wind indicator and set it on north. He is the starting player.
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At the beginning of each round

1. Shuffle the tiles in the middle of the table face down. No need to bluild any wall.
2. Each player draws 14 tiles and place them in their hands
3. The starting player will play first.

Round Gameplay
From the starting player, they each play in clockwise order until a player has emptied his hand. In that 
case the round ends and the score is calculated. On his turn a player can either play tiles or draw a tile. 
Played tiles are placed face up in front of the player and those tiles are still owned by the player for 
scoring purpose. Only valid sets may be placed into play. You are not forced to play tiles, you can 
chose to draw a tile even if you have valid sets to play.

Making tile sets

A tile set is composed of at least 3 tiles, and it can be composed of either a sequence of tiles in the same
suite, or 3 or 4 of a kind of the same tile. Which means those sets are valid tile sets.

sdf ,,, eeee bnm,.
You may not mix tiles of various suite, this tile set is illegal even if they have share the same value:

edc
Winds do not have numerical value, so they can be matched either by combining together similar or 
different winds. Which means the following tile sets are valid

444 123 2222 4132
It’s either similar or different winds, you cannot mix and match both. Those tiles sets are illegal:

12344 2221



Dragons

Dragons are wild tiles with limited capabilities. They each have a specific utility:

White Dragons can substitute a tile in a set with multiple copies of the same numbered tile (Winds are 
excluded). Multiple white dragons can be present but at least 1 regular tile must remain. These are valid
use of white dragon:

i5i g55
These are invalid white dragon sets

555 335
Red Dragons can be used to replace a numbered tile in a numeric sequence. It can be placed in 
between or at the end of a sequence. These are valid uses of red dragons:

7sd x7v cv7n7
Green Dragons can be used to substitute a wind tile for either making similar or different sets. These 
are valid uses of green dragons:

1236 622 6623
Green dragons cannot be orphan and count as a valid wind tile, so there connot be a 5 wind set. So 
those sets are invalid:

41236 666
To play a dragon, it must be in your hand. It it used to replace a tile you are missing to play a set. You 
can also complete set in play when your hand is open. A dragon cannot become orphan after tile 
manipulation to be assigned to a new value, it must always keeps the original value it was replacing. 

The only way to change the value of a dragon when you hand is open, is if you own the tile that the 
dragon is replacing, you may substitute the dragon with your tile and put the dragon in your hand. You 
can do that in any player’s field.



Opening and manipulation

Players must first try to open their hand before beign capable of manipulating the tiles of other players 
in play. Players are never forced to open their hand, but they should try to do so before the round ends. 
A player needs 2 set of at least 3 tiles to open his hand, those sets would be valid to open your hand.

aaa9999vbn9999999

99123499tt59999999

99f7hjkl9999999
As soon as the hand is open, manipulation can starts immediately. Players may borrow or give tile to 
other player in order to play tiles from their hand. There are a few rules that should be considered when
manipulating tiles:

Golden Rules

• You can only move tiles if you intend to play a tile from your hand that requires that tile 
manipulation. 

• The player with the majority of the tiles in the set keeps the set. 
• All sets must remain valid  with 3 or more tiles at the end of manipulation and tile play.

Borrowing/Giving

• You may only borrow tiles which are in play.
• You may borrow up to 1 tile from a single player and place 2 or more tiles from your hand in 

play.
• You may borrow 1 tile from 2 different players and place 1 or more tiles from your hand.
• You cannot make other players exchange tiles between each other.
• You may give tiles from your hand or your play area as long as the sets remains valid at the end.

Manipulations

• You may reorganise your own tiles any way you want.
• You may manipulate other player's hand, as long as all the tiles remains in his play area (no 

exchange with other players). After all manipulations tiles can be borrowed or given, but at least
1 tile must come from the player must player’s hand, he cannot manipulate other player’s hand 
for the fun of it.

• A manipulation cannot leave a dragon orphan. White/red dragon must always be attached to 
least 1 numbered tile. Green dragon must always be matched with at least 1 wind tile. 



Scoring
When somebody play his last tile, it’s time for each player to score their points. Each player score the 
tiles in play and the tiles in hand which are worth negative points. The chart bellow show the point 
value of each tile:

Tiles in Hand Tiles in play

Numbered Tiles -1 1

Wind Tiles -5 5

Dragon Tiles -10 0

• Each wind tile that match the player’s wind is worth double the points in the chart above.
• Each wind tile that match the current wind of the round is worth double the points in the chart 

above.

If the wind of the player and the round are matching, the points are quadrupled allowing scoring +/-20 
points per wind tile. Here are some scoring example for tiles in play (ignoring current winds):

jkl =3 nnn =3 1234 =20

zx7vb =4 336 =10 tt5 =2
When scoring tile left in hand, it could look like this:

wwrdgmm. =-7

erhh331 =-19

qrhlb,,267 =-32

End of round

1. Count and note each player’s score on a piece of paper.
2. Shuffle back all the tiles in the middle of the table.
3. Advance the wind in clockwise order ( North -> East -> South -> West ).
4. The next wind is the starting player. You can optionally pass the wind marker to that player.



End game

The game is over at the end of the 4th round, when all winds had been played. The player with the 
highest score wins. If you want to play longer games, you can increase the number of rounds played. It 
must always be multiple of 4 rounds to make sure each wind was played an equal number of times.

Tile set
Mahjong is composed of the following tiles in 4 different copies of each tiles. For a total of 144 tiles, or
136 without the flower tiles. The flowers only have single copies.

Winds: East – South – West – North

1234
Dragons: White – Green – Red 

567
note: Most sets use a blue rectangle as white dragon, but this font does not

Thousands: 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

qwertyuio
Circles: 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

asdfghjkl
Bamboo: 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 

zxcvbnm,.
Flowers:  1 – 2 – 3 – 4,  1 – 2 – 3 – 4. 

88888888
note: this mahjong font does not have 8 distinct flower pictures
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